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Redundancy Management Technique for
Space Shuttle Computers
Abstract: This paper describes how a set of off-the-shelf general purpose digital computers is being managed in a redundant avionic
configuration while performing flight-critical functions for the Space Shuttle. The description covers the architectureof the redundant
computer set, associated redundancy design requirements,and the technique used to detect a failed computer and to identify this failure on-board to the crew. Significant redundancy management requirements consist of imposing a total failure coverage on all flightcritical functions, when more than two redundant computersare operating in flight, and a maximum failure coverage forlimited storage
and processing time, when only two are operating. The basic design technique consists of using dedicated redundancy management
hardware and software to allow each computer to judge the “health” of the others by comparing computer outputs and to “vote” on
the judgments. In formulatingthe design, hardware simplicity, operational flexibility,and minimum computer resource utilization were
used as criteria.
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The Space Shuttle avionics system contains five identical general purpose digital computers, each capable of
communicating with the avionic subsystems to perform
flight-critical and non-criticalfunctions.Duringtimecritical mission phases (i.e., recovery time less than one
second),suchasboost,reentry,and
landing, four of
a redundant set, receiving
these computers operate as
the same input data, performing the same flight-critical
computations,and transmitting thesameoutputcommands. (The fifth computer performs non-critical computations.)In thismode ofoperation,comparison
of
output commands and “voting” on the results in the redundant set provide the basis for efficient detection and
identification of two flight-critical computer failures.
After two failures, the remaining two computers in the
set use comparison and self-test techniques to provide
tolerance of a third fault. This paper describes the computerset configuration, itsoperation in collecting and
transmitting data, the redundancy management requirements, design considerations in meeting the requirements, and the actualdesign implementation.
The Space Shuttle represents the first planned operational use of multiple, internallysimplex computers to
provide continuous correct system operationin the presence of computer hardware failures. The concept was
flight-proven in the Tactical Aircraft Guidance (TAGS)
research and development program [ 11, which demonstratedhelicopter
a
flight control
system
using three
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simplex digital computers to provide single-fault tolerance. The F-8 aircraft research and development
program [ 2 ] , currently under way, also uses three digital
computers in a triply redundant flight control system. By
comparison, previous space programsused either specially designed, internally redundant computers or multiple computers in aprime-backupconfiguration to provide fault-tolerant operation. The Saturn IB and Saturn
V
launch vehicle digital computer was a triply redundant
design providing redundancy at a modular level within
the computer [3]. The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory processorwas four-fold redundantatthe
circuit
level. The Skylabprogramused
dual computers in an
active/standby mode (in-orbit), relying on self-test
techniques to detect failures in the active computer, and
redundant hardware to switch to the standby computer
(up to 2.75 s switchover time) [4].
Internally redundant computers use considerable extra circuitry to provide the required fault tolerance for
continuous system operation [ 5 ] . This circuitry also
provides the means to detect failures by making logical
comparisons at selected points in the data flow within
of redundancy,when emthe computer. The concept
ployed at the computer unit level, uses comparisons of
datageneratedatthe
normal computer interface and
thus does not incur the cost of special computer or circuitdevelopment.TheSpaceShuttle
avionicsdesign,
constrained to the use of standard, off-the-shelf comput-
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Figure 1

Space Shuttle avionics system block diagram.

ers, presented a unique engineering opportunity to properly utilize redundance at the unit level to provide the
necessary failure coverage and fault tolerance.

System configuration
The digital processing subsystem defined for the Space
Shuttle [6, 71 contains five general purpose computers
(GPCs) communicating with the avionic subsystems
over serial data buses (Fig. 1 ). Four of the five GPCs
are identicallyprogrammed
to perform flight-critical
functions, such as guidance, navigation, and control. The
fifth computeris
programmed to perform non-flightcritical avionic functions.
A GPC consists of an IBM AP-101 central processor
(IOP).
unit (CPU) andaninput/outputprocessor
Each IOP is transformer-coupled to the buses, and can
transmit or receive 1-MHz serial digital data over each
of 24 bus channels. The data buses, in turn, are transformer-coupled to multiplexer/demultiplexer units
(MDMs) and digital subsystems. The MDMs (containing analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters)
interface with analog subsystems, such as flight control
sensors and effectors.
Subsystems performing similar functions are assigned
tothesamedata-bus
group. (Therearesevensuch
groups in total.) Subsystems have varying levels of redundancy at theunit level, depending on their criticality;
e.g., there are three inertial measurement units, two ra-
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dar altimeters, and four air data transducer assemblies.
Each unit is addressable by a command word over the
bus. To prevent the loss of more than one redundant
unit when one data bus fails, no two redundant units interface with the same bus.
Some subsystemsare internally redundant,suchas
the hand controllers and keyboard units. Also, all safetyof-flight critical effectorsubsystems, suchas the actuators
for themain engine and for the aerosurfaces, the
main engineinterface units,and mission eventcontrollersare
internally redundant at different levels. Such subsystems
receive redundant commands on separate input channels
and, using internal algorithms, generate one output. The
algorithms detect incorrect commands and
eliminate such
commands from consideration in the output.
An example of a four-input“voting”effector
is the
aerosurface actuator, which uses four independent servo
channels driving a four-element force-summed actuator.
Failure of any three of the four channels can be tolerated without loss of operational capability. Hydraulic fault
detection is provided by sensing the pressure differential
at each element of the secondary actuator. With more
than twochannels operating, theactuator element is
automaticallybypassed
whenthe
threshold pressure
differential is exceeded for a given time. With two channels operating, no actuator element is bypassed when
the pressure differential is exceeded, thereby producing a
“standoff” until one of the channels is manually reset.
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I Coverage during two-computer operation
Figure 2 Effect of coverage during two-computer operation on
the failure rate of a four-computer redundant set; coverage of
the first two failures is one. Normalization is to the zero-coverage failure rate. TheGPC failure rate is 8 X lo-' per hour.

The use of voting effectors provides, in effect, downstream protection against failures in the redundant computerset.It
allowsa computertotransmitincorrect
commands to critical subsystems for an indefinite number of cycles without actually having adverse effects on
system operation.Thus, it is notnecessarytodetect
computer failures immediately and stop the transmission
of the incorrect output. This feature significantly relaxes
the failure detection time constraint, which is one of the
requirements that control the selection of the redundancy management technique.
Anotherfeature
of thesystemthat
facilitates the
selection of a redundancy management technique is the
interconnection of buses to computers. This feature allows each computer to have access to
all flight-critical
data received or transmitted by the other computers and
makes possible thecomparison of identical computations among computers.
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System operation
Each bus within a data-bus group is assigned, under software control, to operate in either a command or a listen
mode. In the command mode, data requests and commands are issued to the subsystems over the bus and
data are received over this same bus. In the listen mode,
data are only received on the bus.
In the flight-critical sensor and control-data-bus group
(two subgroups of four
buses),
one
bus in each sub-
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group is assigned to operate in the command mode (in
each redundant-set computer) and the
remaining three
are assigned to operate in the listen mode. In the intercomputer channel (ICC) data-busgroup (five buses),
one bus (in each computer)
is in the commandmode
and the remaining four arein the listen mode.
For data collection, since each of the redundant subsystems is connected to a different bus, a different computer requests data from each of the subsystems and the
returned data are available to all other computers in the
set. The listening computers are alerted that the subsystem data are available by receiving a listen command,
which is issued by the command computer just prior to
issuing thedatarequest
command tothesubsystem.
When operated in this manner, identical input data are
available to each computerin the redundant set.
For data output, since each channel
of the effector
subsystem is connected to a different bus of the group, a
different computer transmits command data to each of
the voter-effector channels. Thus, a voter-effector subsystem requiringfour inputs receives inputs from four
different computers. Also, since the buses are interconnected to all computers, the capability exists for each
computer to listen to the command data sent outby each
of the other computers.
Forinter-computer information transfer,each computercommunicates with all othercomputers, passing
data to the others, requesting data from the others, and
performing any other tasks required to operate the computer set. No subsystem is connected to the ICC buses.
As a consequence of the distributed control of redundantsensors among computers,anunacceptable timeskew may existbetweenredundant
inputsunless the
computers are synchronizedprior to initiating the inputs.
Similarly, unacceptabledata-skew
may existatthe
votingeffectors unless synchronization occurs prior to
initiating outputs. Moreover, unacceptablecommand differences may existatthe votingeffectors unless synchronization occurs at appropriate
points during program
execution. Synchronizationis accomplished in the Space
Shuttlecomputerset by using inter-computerdiscrete
signals and synchronization software.
Program synchronization is required because computers that do not use exactly the same data for computing
flight-control outputsexperience commanddivergence
[8]. The time required to synchronize program execution depends on the design of the flight software operating system. A fixed time-slice system (i.e., one in which
all processes are run within a given cycle time) requires
one synchronization point in each computational cycle.
Aninterrupt-drivensystemmustsynchronizeat
all
points at which data are calculated in one process and
used in another, and at all points needed topreserve
identical process sequences in all computers of the set.
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Redundancy management design

Requirements
Fiveredundancymanagement
(RM) designrequirements established for the GPCs are presented and discussed below.
1. A failed computermust be identified tothecrew,
prior to assignment to the redundant set, using selftest techniques that provide at least 96 percent coverage. (Coverage is defined as the probability of detecting a failure, given that a failure has occurred.)

The purpose of this requirement is to enable the crew
to identify a failed computer ( a ) before lift-off (to abort
the mission) or (b) beforeacritical in-orbit phase (to
realiocate the data bus assignments or to attempt to restore a GPC using an initial program load (IPL) from
mass memory). A goal of 96 percent coverage of computer failures in anautonomousenvironment
(i.e., no
externaltest
equipment or cooperative use of other
GPCs) was established. A computer fail-discrete interface with the crew panel suffices for GPC failure identification.
2. Of four GPCs in the redundant set, the first two to
fail and cause incorrect flight-critical output must be
automatically identified tothecrewas
failed; the
third should also be identified as failed, but only by
achieving as much coverage as is possible within a
limited processing and storage overhead.

The purpose of this requirement is to enable the crew
to take appropriate action during flight based on complete knowledge of the failure status, such as aborting
the mission,de-energizing the computers, or reallocating bus assignments. Moreover, in the case in which a
critical failure occurs when only two GPCs are operating, if the crew can reconfigure accordingly, the voting
effectors will continue to operate without simply arriving
at a standoff.
The relation between failure coverage during a twocomputer operation and the probability of an N-unit system loss is presented in the Appendix. The result shows
that for a system which achieves total coverage on the
first N - 2 failures, system loss is a linear function of
coverage during the two-unit operation and is the same
as in the one-unit operation when the coverage is 0.5.
Thus, for any coverage of morethan 50 percent,the
probability thattheredundantset
willfail when two
computers areoperating is less than the failure probability when only one is operating.
The result in the Appendix has been applied to a typical Shuttle mission. The graph shown in Fig. 2 illustrates
theimportance of providing adequatecoverage in the
two-computer operation. If two computers are allowed
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Effect of GPC transient failures on the computer-set
failure rate as a function of restoration policy, in relation to the
zero-transient failure rate. The operational-hourequivalents are
6.6, ascent; 128, passive orbit; 43, active orbit; and 4.4,reentry/ landing.

Figure 3

to operate until one critically fails and is removed 100
percent of the time (coverage = 1 ), the probability that
the computer set will fail is 5.5 times lower than if one
fails and is removed only 50 percent of the time (coverage = 0.5). Also, if two computers are allowed to operate without ever removing one that fails, the computerset failure rate is 5.5 times greater than if one computer
is arbitrarily shut down.
3. A GPC indicated as failed should be capable of automatically inhibiting all transmission, but this capability must be enabled bythe crew.

The purpose of this requirement is to provide the crew
with the option of automatic reconfiguration of the redundant set.

4. A GPC failure should not causeanother GPC to
either identify itself as failed or generate an incorrect
output.
The purpose of this requirement is to minimize the
occurrence of (a) a non-failed computer being identified
as failed because of the redundancy management design
implementationand (b) a failed computer causing another computer to execute an incorrect
program.
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5. Restoration of a G P C in which a permanently incorrect critical output exists because of a transient failure should be accomplished wherever practical.
The purpose of this requirement is to minimize the
impact of transient G P C failures on system operation.
Figure 3 illustrates the effect that such transients have
on the number of computer-set losses, depending on the
restoration policy used. If restoration is never attempted, computer-set losses increase by a factor of 16 over
those of acontinual restoration policy at a 2: 1 “transient-to-solid’’ (i.e., intermittent-to-permanent type) failure ratio, and by 60X at a 4 : 1 ratio. However, if computer restoration takes place only duringpassive orbit
(non-time-critical phase), computer-set losses increase
only 1 . 6 ~over a continual restoration policy at a 2 : 1
transient-to-solid failure ratio, and 2.8X at a 4 : 1 ratio.
For a continual restoration policy, an undue amount of
computerresource andoperationalcomplication
is involved in restoring and adding a computer to the redundant set during time-critical mission phases. Consequently,the redundancymanagementimplementationneed
a
notautomatically
attemptrestorationondetecting
computer failure. Instead, restoration can be attempted
under crew control during passive orbit,when no maneuver takesplace.
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Considerations
Several factors must be considered in developing computer redundancy management techniques to satisfy the
requirements listed in the previous section. One of the
more significant considerations is whether faults (hardware defects) or manifestations of faults to the output
interfaces should be detected. Detection of faults is helpful from a hardware maintenance standpoint, but is of
little practical operational value. A
computer fault is of
interest when the effect
of the fault shows up in an operational output. Therefore, redundancy management design
for the Space Shuttleshould be oriented to the detection
of failures that affect commandsonthe
flight-critical
buses.
Another important consideration is the amount of resource needed to attain the total coverage required for
the one- or two-failure case. Such coverage cannot be
attained in single off-the-shelf computers, asspecified for
the Space Shuttle. Therefore, cooperative
testing techniques must be established among the computers. Comparison of identical computations is one method of attaining high coverage andis practical in theShuttle
computer set, without a significant amount of additional
hardware, as a consequence of the normal system operation of command and listen modes, synchronization, and
grouping of buses.
Other designdecisions and rationales in developing
the redundancy
management
technique
are
as follows.
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1 . Minimize the need to depend on the computer to de-

tect and identify its own failure by using special hardware logic dedicated to the RM process.
Even though the comparison-of-output technique can
detect a very high percentage of failures, identification is
not certain if the failed G P C is simply notified that it has
failed. Therefore, non-failed computers in the set must
have the capability of forcing the failed computer toindicate itself as having failed. This requires hardware dedicated to the redundancy management identification process.
2. Use computer software to judge the “health”
of other
computers.

If a computer cannot correctly monitor and test other
computers, then it probably cannotcomputecorrect
output itself and will be judged bad by the others. Thus,
the output-compare process need not be a part of the
RM hard logic, but may bedone by software.
3. Use sum-checking of critical outputs as the comparison basis.
Alargerange
of output-comparedataexists.Each
separate wordtransmitted
onthe flight-critical buses
could be compared, but this would result in considerable
computer and bus overhead. A more effectivemethod of
reducing overhead, without losing the required coverage,
is to sum the outputs to be transmitted over the flightcritical buses during one computational cycle and then
compare the sum-check.
4. Transmit the compare word over the ICC buses.

Eight flight-critical buses and the ICCbuses are available for transmitting the selected compare word to the
other computers. Input/output processor
transmission
and reception onthe flight-critical buses arechecked
when transmitting commands to the sensors and receiving data from the sensors using special communication
tests, e.g., IOP BITE (built-in test equipment) and bus
channeltimeout. The ICC buses are
available for use
without interfering with the critical bus traffic.

5 . Detect faults in dedicated RM hardware by programmed testing of the logic.
Faults in any redundancy management logic added to
the individual computers do not propagate to the flightcritical channels and show up as critical failures. However, faults in this logic are critical, and it is important
that they be detected in order to satisfy design requirement 4. Hence, faults in this logic should be detected by
a test program executed in each CPU.
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Design implementation

The hardware and software elements developed for the
Space Shuttle and used to meet the redundancy managementrequirements are listed in Table 1 . The elements
and their operational use support failure detection, identification, and reconfiguration. These functions are performed according to which of the following conditions
prevails during flight: ( a ) four or three GPCs operating
in the redundant set (quad or triplex configuration) ; or
( b ) two GPCs operating in the redundant set(duplex
configuration).
8

Quad/ Triplex operation

When more than two GPCs are operating in the redundant set, the level of achievable coverage can be significantlyimproved over that provided by self-testing by
using cooperative techniques. Moreover,theresource
utilized in obtaining this coverage with cooperative techniques is significantly less thanthat required for selftesting.
Two cooperative tests are performed in the Shuttle to
detect a failed GPC when more than two GPCs are in
the redundant set. These are the compare word test and
the bus channel timeout test.
The compare word test consists of
a.Computing
a compare word by summing critical
GPC command outputs (to the effectors);
b. Transmitting the compale word on the ICC bus to
the other computersin the RM set;
c. Receiving compare words from other computers and
storing them in designated locations in main memory;
d. After a time has elapsed which ensures receipt of all
compare words, comparing the received words with
the computed word on a bit-by-bit basis; and
e. Identifying another GPC as failed if two successive
non-compares are assigned to it.
Thecompare word test, performed afterthe critical
GPC commands have been computed in each computation cycle, is implemented using both CPU and IOP
software. The test uses lessthan 0.2 percent of the CPU
processing capability and achieves nearly total coverage.
The bus channel timeout testconsists of waiting a given
time after synchronization for another computer to perform an input transaction on its dedicatedbus. This test,
plus the compare word test, provides total coverage in
the computer set
of all flight-critical functions.
The compareword test uses thededicated redundancy
management hardware, shown in Fig. 4,for cooperative
identification as follows:
Failure-vote register ( F V R ) Each IOP contains a fourbit register, which is used tojudgeanother
GPC as
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Table 1 Summary of the elements of redundancy management.

Function
.

Element

"

Compare
Fault
detection

Fault
identification
Reconfiguration

~

~~

~

~~

~~~

word test
Bus
channel
timeout
test
Built-in test equipment
Self-test programs
Watchdog timer
Failure-vote-discrete out
GPC-fail-discrete out
Failure-vote inhibit, voter- and timeoutIOP reset (RM-initiated)
10P-master reset (software-initiated)
IOP-fail reset (BITE-initiated)
Power off and halt-discrete in (crew-initiated)

failed as theresult of a cooperative test.When a failureis
detected, a bit is set in this register. Each position of the
FVR is associated with another GPC within the computer set. The FVRis set and reset undercontrol of the
software and is automatically resetforanyreset
Of
the IOP.
Failure-vote discrete driverlreceiver Each output of the

FVR is logically connected to an independent, discrete
driver. Each failure-vote discrete driver has two dedicated outputs, one to indicators on the crew panel and the
other to a discrete receiver in the IOP of one of the
GPCs (theone corresponding to the dedicated FVR
position).Thus,each
GPC containsfour failure-vote
discretedriversfor transmission of theresults of the
GPCs (andtothecrew
compare word testtoother
panel) and four failure-vote discrete receivers for acceptance of the votes.
Voter logic and fail-latch
The voter logic accepts the
outputs of the fail-vote discrete receivers and generates
an output to seta voter fail-latch whenever two or more
failure-vote discretesare receivedfrom other GPCs.
The voter fail-latch is reset by an IOP power-on reset or
a halt-discrete input from a crew panel switch and is set
by the voter logic. The output of the latch is transmitted
tothe computer-fail driver, failure-voteinhibitor, and
transmission termination control logic.

During flight the
computer-fail driver is used to transmit a GPC critical
failure indication to the controls and display console asa
result of both cooperativeand self-test GPC failure
identification. When the voter fail-latch is set, the computer-fail driver transmits an output discrete to the crew
panel. No fail indication is present when a GPC is on
and operating normally, is off, or has received a halt-disCrete input.
Computer-faildriverVuil-discrete)
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Dedicated redundancy management logic, shown for computer 1.

Duplex operation
Whenonly two GPCs are operating in theredundant
set, identification as a result of cooperative testing is not
possible, although detection of a disagreement is possible through the compare word test. ,Therefore,self-testing must be used to distinguish which of two GPCs has
failed. The cooperative tests are still useful, however, in
providing a program cue to scheduling any planned selftest program execution.Assuch,cooperativetests
should be run continuously
in the duplex mode. Thus,
whenever a failure vote is set by either of the two computers, that computer canalso run self-test.
The sources of self-test coverage that can be used in
the duplex mode fall into
three categories:
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I

Transmission termination control logic

The hardware shown in Fig. 4 is also used for reconfiguration, whichinvolvestermination
of the role of a
GPC as afunctioningmember of the redundant GPC
set. One manifestation of reconfiguration is an IOP reset, which can occur automatically when the GPC has
been identified as failed; another is automatic inhibition
GPCs,
of the transmission of failure votestoother
which means that the logic operates to prevent a failed
GPC from further participation in cooperative failure
detection.
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IOP reset
(inhibit discretes
and transmitters)

B I T E (built-intestequipment)
BITEconsists of any
hardware logic or microcode which causes an interrupt
to the CPU, during its normal program operation, when
a GPC failure is detected.
Self-test programs These programs detect GPC failures,
butmust be specifically executedunder programcontrol. They can consist of either main-memory-resident
(macrocode)
or
control-storage-resident (microcode)
routines.
Watchdog timer Awatchdogtimer
(shown in Fig. 4),
located in the IOP and periodically loaded by the CPU,
is used to detect failures that affect cyclic program execution by the CPU and is a means of indicating that the
GPC has failed after fault detection by the CPU. Whenever the timeloaded into the timer elapses, atimeout
latch is set toidentify the failure to that GPC.

The level of coverage of critical hardware that can be
achieved by self-test techniques during duplex operation
is limited by the resource utilization constraints imposed
by flight-program budgets. An example of the relation
between coverage and resource utilization is shown in
Table 2 for the central processor (the example does not
include memory or power supply). The
level of CPU
coverage achievable for the amount of storage and pro-
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cessingtime expended, when a combination of BITE,
watchdogtimer,
and microcodedself-testprogram
is
used, is considered acceptable. The useof a macrocoded
self-testingprogram in theredundantset
during flight
operation would take too much storage and processing
time for the additional coverage it would provide. However, the executionof a macrocoded self-testing program
prior to assignment to the redundant set, to meet the 96
percentcoveragerequirement discussedpreviously, is
necessary.
Summary

The use of computers in flight-critical applications has
imposed a requirement for multiple-fault tolerance in the
computer configuration. In the Space Shuttle avionics,
multiple, internallysimplex digital computersare configured to receive the same input data and calculate the
same flight-critical outputs, in order to use voting faulttolerant controleffectors.
The calculation of the same outputs by each critical
computer and the synchronization of inputs are used to
provide the means of achieving total failure coverage of
flight-critical functions for a small computational resource and hardware cost. The technique that was
implemented uses each computer to judge the “health” of
theothers throughabit-by-bit
comparison of critical
data and an 1 / 0 transaction timeout test. The judgement process was implemented in software for greater
flexibility, and the vote on the judgements
and the generation of the failure indication were implemented in dedicated hardware for greater
failure identification reliability.
When morethantwocomputersare
operating, the
level of failure detection andidentification achievable
using datacomparisonbetweencomputersand
voting
techniques is significantly higher thanthatobtainable
using self-testing. When only two are operating, an acceptable level of failure detection and identification can
be obtained, within limited storage and processing time,
by using built-in test equipment and a watchdog timer on
a continual basis and scheduling special test microcode
to follow the occurrence of a non-compare.
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Appendix

Here we develop the relation between coverage during
two-unit operation and the probability of multiple-unit
system loss.
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Table 2 Relation between self-test resource utilization and
coverage for the central processor (not includingmemory or
power supply).

Centrul processor
s e l f t e s t coverage
hardware
source

Coveruge of
Storage
critical

(half(percent)
words)

BITE*
BITE/Watchdog timer
BITE/Timer/Microcoded self-testing
BITE/Timer/Microand macro-coded
self-testing

Processing
time (ms)

36.9
68.5

0
4

0
0.005

88.7

14

0.15

96.8

110

1.3

*BITE is the abbreviation for built-in test equipment.

The probability of an N-unit system loss, P S L , with
total coverage on thefirst N - 2 failures, is
PSL =

l

P , ( t ) PSL* ( T - t ) dt,

(A1 1

where T = mission length; P , ( t ) = probability of failing to
a two-unit system attime t ; and PSL* ( T - t ) = probability of system loss duringtwo-unit operation.Inturn,
PSL* has been derived [9] as
PSL*

=

( 1 -e-”) - [ ( 2 c - 1 ) / ( 2 k + l ) ]

x

e-U[

1-p

“ U ] ,

(A2 1

where u = A, ( T - t ) ; A, = unit failurerate; c = failure coverage during two-unit operation; k = A,/Ac; and A, = failure rate of components that do notaffect the unit’s function, i.e., the false alarm rate.
Equation (A2) shows that, for this particular system,
system loss is a linear function of coverage c. Moreover,
this loss, duringtwo-unit operation, is the same as in
one-unit operation whenc = 0.5.
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